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ElonReeveMusk,

CERN -women,
Did you deliberate with CERN-men about my EQ-futurebringer's skill?
In stead of talking about Politics issues collected from conferences,
the CERN- women have a far more inportant Space-duty to fullful.
The Blind can scan the environment and turn their findings into an accurate
2D drawing for People with sight.
I told the C-Men:'I have limited eyesight, what will only become a problem
when I am in my 70-ties and develop Cataract.'
But I do have skills that are usually linked to disabled persons.
I can 'scan the Universe in the Light - put some EQ-maths in the findings - and
predict the Future. I am doing rather well...'.
This brings me to new CERN-definitions for Earth:
Light = EQ-formula full of Psysics & Mathamethic-formula's.
Let's be honest:'Everything we know about Space arrived on Earth as "Blow-indoorsknowledge'.
EQ-formula's in the whole CERN or SpaceX-system will be 'normal calculations in the year
3065'.
That's if mankind is clever enough to keep the men on Earth virtile for reproduction.
The Blind show us the way.
I think that their brain has an extra strong developed Infra-red-centre,"
that can scan the environment in 3D perception +
bring the image to a Drawing-centre inside their heads +
transmit this 3D image to the 2D white-light-centra in their brain +
put it into a touchable drawing for simple people on Earth.
These Blind persons can draw roofs of building, amazingly recognizable & correct.
They can't touch a roof or full 3D horizon!
CERN-women can try to make this system the Blind use 'livable & workable for All of
Us, Space-proof'.
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I only have EQ, no IQ.
Well.... yesterday I told the police that the NL-monarchy is ItalianMaffia in Palermo = I must
have some IQ.
Or, is it EQ?
The Human body clearly has more skills inside the stamcells, than we use today.
The Light provides a more detailled work-place for the Human body, than we believe on an
average day.
The skills of the disabled persons must be translated in the Light into Details for the work-lace
in the Light.
Needed?
CERN-women who are on their way to become Human robots in the year 3065.
EQ-futurebringers, who somehow can operate in the Light, despite the fact that the Physics Math formula's are still missing.
Women who build Rockets for Multiplanetary-lifestyles.
CERN-Wit-women... don't waste your Evolution of Talent & Skills on Politics; you are needed in
other fields.
Bring All of Us the knowledge about Infra-red Light in the Human body.
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InterimMinisterPresident NL, per18nov2016.
Geregeld / Organized via 100% corrupt & violent UNSGguterres.
UNSG per 1jan2018, organized via FBI & Embassies on Earth.

Rechtsgeldig bewijs op / Legally valid evidence on:
Op grond van het Folterverdrag heeft u de wettelijke plicht
om NL-parlement - Koning - Rechtspraak - Politie - Defensie Gemeente - Provincie te dwingen te stoppen met
organiseren van Moord op Burgers.

http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/
https://www.republiek-nederland-18nov2016.com/
https://www.criminelerechters-criminal-judges.com/
http://www.nieuwswet-newslaw.org/
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